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Not too much to add to yesterday’s update as the expected higher prices did materialize today. The 1-minute chart 

of the S&P500 shows a potential ending diagonal forming, which aims at around $2552, which is the 1.618x extension 

of the SPX2408->2432 move, measured from the SPX2408 low. Typical 3rd wave target. The 1-hour chart of the 

S&P500 shows the subdividing 5th wave with the orange box as a target for micro-3: SPX2449-2454. Thus the SPX2452 

target fits well. I then expect micro-4 down to the 100% extension: 2442, before micro-5 takes price to the SPX2462 

level for minute-iii. Minute-iv and v will follow with an ultimate target of SPX2485-2505. I prefer to not count this as 

an “abc” or a larger subdividing 5th wave as the former can (and likely will) rip the Bears’ face off again, while the 

latter is a moonshot and I don’t like to bank on those either. Let’s stay conservative -under promise and over deliver- 

and focus on the SPX2485-2505 target, which I’ve had for months now. I see no reason to change it. 

Figure 1. SPX 1-min and 60-min charts. Bull counts preferred. Counting abc’s up in a Bull is often a losing preposition. 
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A simple look at the S&P500 daily chart shows price has been stuck in the “SPX2415-2450” zone for some time: black 

rectangle. A break high targets SPX2485 based on symmetry. Price once again butted its head against the orange 

dotted uptrend line. All TIs are on buy, the MACD gave a buy signal today, and pric is above ALL SMAs: nothing 

bearish about this chart. And that’s all there is to it. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: Break out targets SPX2485. All systems remain on buy. 
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The DOW JONES daily chart shows price already making new ATH closes, and thus minor-5 is confirmed. A standard 

5=1 relationship targets ~$21815, which is close to the ideal 2.000x 1 target of $21,800. Hence, this chart confirms 

the aformentioned bullish POV I have on the S&P500. Also here all TIs are pointing up wanting to see higher prices. 

Once price gets close to the $21800 level it will be prudent to re-assess the charts carefully for divergences, etc to 

tell us major-3 is indeed topping. 

Figure 2. INDU daily chart: All systems pointing up: higher prices expected. Ideal target ~$21,800 
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The McClellan Oscillator based Summation Index for the S&P500 (SPX-SI) is still on sell, but is moving back up for the 

2nd day in a row as breadth (SPX-MO) ended at +8 today: not much push but up is up. Not shown here, but the NYAD 

(advancing/declining issues on the NYA) made a new ATH: it’s therefore most reasonable and most likely to assume 

there will be no major correction until we see negative divergence. New highs = new price highs. Simple. Togther 

with the SPX-SI we’ll monitor it daily for signs of negative divergences to signal a topping process (tops take time). 

Figure 3. SPXSI still on sell, but moving back up for 2nd day in a row. 

 

 

In conclusion: The S&P500 break out above the “no-man’s land zone (SPX2419-2440) held today, and I expect a 

short-term top in the SPX2429-2454 zone, with an ideal target of SPX2452. Then a small correction to SPX2442 

should be bought for the next run to SPX2465ish. All systems remain on a buy, price is above all SMAs, and the 

SPX-SI is also starting to join the upside “party”. I continue to expect the S&P500 to reach the ideal SP2485-2505 

zone for major-3.  

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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